
PROS AND CONS OF REPLACING TEXTBOOKS WITH PERSONAL

LAPTOPS

Should tablets replace textbooks in K schools? Top Pro & Con Arguments student learning to an individual
style/personality instead of a one-size-fits-all approach. In two isolated rural villages in Ethiopia, the One Laptop Per
Child.

The other factor is data loss, in any case if the windows or any file get corrupt or virus come in your computer,
you can lose all of your work. The worst case scenario might be the fact that students may be predisposed to
explore outside the subject parameters and become preoccupied by other activities accessible online Hurst, 
They can have up to date information, furthermore, using laptops is far more convenient than buying costly
books. Related Articles:. This would mean that there should no longer be cases of students not getting into the
laboratory or library to carry out their assignments. Millions of trees are cut down just to make workbooks and
textbooks for schools. Do you use tablets in your classroom? The easy way to avoid these mishaps, the thing
you can do is to backup your data in any of storage devices, which are also available easily in markets. This
never happens with digital data: any feedback including criticism, kudos or concern, is out there for further
reference. Education Week, 5,  Some are slow runners, others are sprinters. All these electronic things demand
electricity. If students can able to read books, therefore, they can easily read or type on the computers.
Learning on computer notebooks or tablets is easier, as you can have all of your data in one device instead of
carrying many of books with you. Technical limitations. References Hurst, S. In general viewpoint, most of us
think computers are better than books, but in fact, we need to realize why books are better than a computer.
But still, few people like reading the books on hard copies rather than using the digital screens computer.
Textbooks usually cost around dollars or more, yet the information gets outdated quickly and schools have to
dig out more cash to purchase up to date textbooks. Books are one of the best stress relievers and encourage
positive thinking. At the same time, it also stimulates your mind to get off from troubles. Government should
make policies to overcome these issues and Internet should be cheap so that every student can get access to it
easily. Gone are those of writing a letter on paper and having it take several days to reach its destination. Will
we continue to place strain on the growing backs of students? Moreover, it needs uninterrupted electricity to
work if there are any power conflicts which may affect the productivity. Pros and cons of everything are
always there, if we talk about life time of laptops, tablets and computer notebooks, their battery life is very
low. Basically, they all boil down to four major concerns: Unnecessary distraction. The app ecosystem
provides an abundance of learning content for all ages and various knowledge domains. Paperless innovation
is the new buzzword. Technology is invading the education field at an increasing pace. Might be, but this is
definitely a direction many colleges are headed. Student learning should be the fundamental concern when
exploring teaching techniques. Exploring Contemporary Concerns in Educational Technology. It also helps to
find the jobs easily on the internet with the help of a computer based on their education and experience.
Textbooks seem to be losing the battle on all fronts. Books Advantages: Books are the best companions which
help in many situations such as thinking about fresh ideas and facing new challenges. It would be impractical
to have a laptop for every student owing to the capital and technological resources required. Playing is not all
about distraction and procrastination, games can really inspire creativity and out-of-the-box thinking. It also
helps the student, employee, a professional to access all sort of information on the internet.


